Greetings Mayor and Council

Here's what we're today:
Dry through Wednesday with the only concern being frost/ice developing in spots tonight, as a freeze is expected. Dry under clear skies through Wednesday. Temperatures fall below freezing for all areas tonight with frost and ice a concern in spots. Frost will be a concern for any wind-sheltered areas with concerns highest for shaded/elevated roads, bridges, and roads near open water sources. Ice will be a concern for any roads that are wet/damp from snowmelt during the daytime hours.

Planned Response for today (7am - 3:30pm)
- Fourteen Salters/plow, salting main routes
- Six Salter/plow, on priority hills, 311 calls, and hot spots
- Two Salter/plow on School, Hospital routes
- Two Salter/plow on shared bike routes
- One Kubota on priority bike routes
- Maintenance crews on hand salting routes, on sidewalks, wheelchair ramps, & Bus stops
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